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Drone Coding

Our drone coding program
teaches students how to

control the flight of various
UAVs using scalable 

 programming languages.
Beginning in Blockly,

students will work their
way up to using script-

based languages.
Programs can build toward

learning how to use
drones for activities such

as aerial photography,
drone light shows, manual
racing and many others. 



Game coding uses tools
such as MIT App inventor to
show students how to build

stunning and engaging
digital games while

teaching the principals of
frontend and backend app
development. Starting with

Pong and building to
Galaga students will be

equipped with the skills to
design a game of their own.

Advanced students can
learn further about game
development in Unreal

Engine or Unity.  

Game Coding



ESports is the future of
competition. Esports are Co-

Ed. They provide
opportunities for students

who might not otherwise have
an opportunity to participate
in school competitions, giving
them a chance to represent
their school and showcase

skills that (until more recently)
were taken for granted.

Esports can create a unique
school community, and give

students opportunities to
learn about other esports-

related areas such as: 

Broadcasting
Digital Arts

Social Media Management
Team Management

ESports



Using Stock Market
Games, students learn the
ins and outs of the market
and familiarize themselves
with financial concepts in a
competitive environment.
Competing against other
teams in the region, each
student is allocated 100k
of in-game portfolio and
compete to see who can

yield the highest
investment. Classes are

guided by instructors with
entrepreneurial & financial  
backgrounds and can scale
classes to fit the demands

of high school level
students. 

Business Club



Following the model of a
virtual book club, students

discovered new and
diverse anime shows

examining their style and
thematic elements.

Students conceptualize
their own anime story by

creating a story line of
their own. Fueled by

thoughtful discussion and
creativity, previous

students have created
their own artwork,
including originally

produced theme songs.  

Anime Club



Digital Arts covers the 
often neglected "A" of

STEAM. With lessons on
how to use Adobe

Creative suite tools such
as Photoshop and

Dimensions, After Effects,
and video editing, students

learn how to create their
own high quality content.

Sample career-ready
projects students will work
on is developing graphics,

logos, videos and other
forms of digital art. 

 

Digital Arts


